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MARINA OSWALD was interviewed at her residence, 629 Belt

She was questioned concerning her aunt, POLINA VASILIEVNA
PCUSAICOVA NIKHAILOVA, who is her mother's sister . She stated her
aunt's husband is YURI MIIUMAILOV. They have three sons, VALENTINE
YURIEVICH MIKHAILOV, ALEXANDER YURIEVICH MIY.f1AILOV, end VIADI14IR
YUR.TEVICH MIKHAILOV. Her uncle, YURI, is a building engineer . She
said her aunt, POLINA, had sent money to her and her sister when
they were young. She said she had never sent any money to her aunt .

MARINA said her aunt and uncle live in Kharkov, Russia,
at the address Trinkler Drive . She said she believed the address
on that street was House 5, Apartm=nt 7 . Her aunt and uncle lived
t this address when she visited them on a vacation trip in 1961at

	

she was married to LEE HARVEY OSWALD .

MARINA said she personally does not know anyone by the
name of IRINA ALEKSEYEVNA MIKHAYLOVICH, VAVA, OIZCHKA, MARUSYA, or
OLYA, and she has never heard her aunt or uncle in Kharkov mention
these names .

MARINA cannot recall any other address where her aunt
and uncle have lived in Kharkov.

MARINA said the name "1.1IKHAILOVICH," if a Russian name,

would be used as a middle name. rather than as a last name .

	

If
this name "MIKHAILOVICH" or "MIKHAfLOVICH" was a Belorussian name,

it would very probably be used as a last name rather than a middle
name .

MARINA was also questioned concerning her knowledge of
LYDIA DYMITRUK .

She advised she first met LYDIA DYMITRUK at Mrs . DECIAN
FORD's house in Dallas, Texas, abo: : : the time she had temporarily
resided with Mrs . FORD .

	

She said this was about a year and a half
ago_

	

She xg-in_cam in cent=ct with LYDIA DYMITRUK when
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the latter used her automobile to rn'- 1' ",VIM!A, her baby JUNE,
and LEE HARVEY OSWALD to Parkland Hospital in Dallas for the
purpose of having JUNE e .,mined by a doctor there . At this time,
the OSWALDs lived on Elsbeth Street in ihalas . MARINA cannot
recall exactly how it came about that LYDIA DYMITRUK took them
to the hospital but she believes she requested DYMITRUK for this
favor. She recalls DYMITIZUK cam- into their home on this
occasion . When they arrived at Parkland Hospital it was found
rhy doctor who was to examine the baby was not there. DYMITRUK
returned MARINA and JUNE (LEE HARVEY OSWALD was not present on
this trip) to the Elsbeth address and in the early evening
DYMInUK again took MARINA and JUNE to Parkland Hospital . LEE
HARVEY OSWALD accompanied them on this trip .

MARINA cannot recall the exact details of what transpired
at the hospital on this occasion . She cannot recall whether any
questions were asked LEE HARVEY OSWALD as to his employment or
v-hether any request was made that he pay for the treatment of his
da:.:ghter, JUNE .

She can recall again seeing UCDLA DYMITRUK at :i store
is Irving, Texas, when she was living with Mrs . RUTH PAINE. Mrs .
PAINE and MARINA went into this store .

	

MARINA saw LYDIA DYMITRUK
and the latter came_ over to greet MARINA . MARINA introduced her
to Mrs. PAINE. The three of them thereafter had a cup of coffee .
MARINA was pregnant at this time and LYDIA DYMITRUK commented on
this fact . MARINA said she had gone to New Orleans to join her
husband in May of 1963 and as her second daughter, RACHEL, was
born in October of 1963, this meeting with LYDIA DYMITRUK must
have taken place about April or May of 1963 but no later .

MARINA has again seen LYDL4 DYMITRUK recently at the
Russian Orthodox Church in Dallas . This last time that MARINA
caw

	

LYDIA DYMITRUK was on May 4, 1964, when the Russian
Easter services were celebrated at the Russian Orthodox Church
in Dallas .
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MARINA said she does not particularly like LYDIA
DYMITRUK and has never been friendly with her. She said LYDIA
has spoken very little about her past life . She advised she does

know LYDIA lived in Belgium prior to coming to the United
States . She knows LYDIA is divorced and the husband lives in the
Dallas area . She has heard LYDIA state that the latter has a
sister in Belgium at the present time .

	

MARINA does not know PAUL
DYMITRUK, the former husband of LYDIA. She said LYDIA DYMITRUK
speaks good Russian and she understands that she also speaks
Flemish.
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